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Homebound is a charming platformer that sets out to explore one of the most delightful
environments you have ever seen. Inspired by retro games and 80's cartoons, Homebound puts a

humorous spin on the classic platformer genre while creating something completely fresh. Key Game
Features: - Multiple character types (human and cyborg) - Different worlds - Grafitti, jungle, alien

planets - Intuitive controls that let you perform a range of unique platforming moves - The ability to
transform into your favorite characters in the game - Variety of game modes and achievements -
Special bonus content including unlockable characters, levels, and a secret "cheat key" - Original
tunes and original soundtrack by composer Enzo Ferrari Homebound is a Zeebo game. Zeebo has

chosen this game because it showcases the qualities and strengths of the Zeebo platform. It
demonstrates how games can leverage the capabilities of Zeebo to bring something new and fun to

the market. For more information about this game please visit www.zeebo.com Miner Wars: Your
Mine Have you ever lost something vital to you and wish you could get it back? You want to get it
back, but don't know how. With your mining ship, you take to the galaxy on a quest for lost goods.
But, there's a risk of losing what you've found. What happens if you miss the mark? Examine what
kind of items you can find from the arcade-style environment, get closer or further, and plan your
moves. A high-powered rifle to aim and shoot, a shield to protect you from asteroids and missiles,
and missiles to shoot at and destroy objects in the game. Miner Wars: Your Mine is a redemption

game where you go to the planet you've lost and search for items you have lost to find again. In the
same time it takes to grab a pizza, take a journey through this comical, colorful world. About The
Game: Miner Wars: Your Mine is a redemption game where you go to the planet you've lost and

search for items you have lost to find again. Key Game Features: - Multiple character types (human
and cyborg) - Different worlds - Grafitti, jungle, alien planets - Intuitive controls that let you perform
a range of unique platforming moves - The ability to transform into your favorite characters in the

game - Variety of game modes and achievements - Special
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Features Key:
Story Mode (Play every scene with your own way)

Two Different Ending - Good or Bad
Find out what happens after finishing the game

You can change the Chose your Ending at the menu
Play with two lovely girls Katarina and Kristella

Listen to the song of your favorite scene

Tattoo and Girls

This Game was created for the flash animation "Tattoo and Girls" You can download it for free on > 

Requirements

Minimum Requirements for Windows:

MINIMUM: 512Mb RAM
MINIMUM: 500Mb HD space

Windows 8 Minimum:

For Windows 8, please be sure to install the latest Flash player from Google
Minimum: 500Mb Memory

If you like our Game please rate it and leave a comment. Thanx!
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